Handwriting Input Using Pen Services for Windows 95
by Sean Liming, Engineering Manager, Annasoft Systems

Many new embedded mobile computers are offering alternative user input devices to the keyboard and mouse. Pen, voice, and touch are the leading alternative input methods. Touch screens are ideal when user input is at a minimum, but pen handwriting input is becoming the standard when data collection and detailed user input are needed. By replacing the keyboard, Pen frees people in positions that force them to move about the office, factory floor, or stock room. Also, pen input is an ergonomical  alternative solution to a keyboard for those with suffering with carpal tunnel syndrome. 

Pen computing is part of Microsoft's mobile computing strategy. Microsoft introduced pen functionality for Windows 3.1 with the Microsoft Windows for Pen Computing 1.0. Microsoft created a separate OEM product called Pen Services for Windows 95 to enable pen input for Windows 95. Microsoft views Pen as the leading technology that enables the design of reduced-form-factor computer systems.

The Growing Market of Mobile Pen-Based Computers
Information is being accessed by a variety of new small handheld computers. These handhelds are broken down into three classes. The first are PDA's which offer only simplistic features. PDA's provide simple personal organization programs without any bells or whistles. The second type, handheld PC's (HPC's), featuring the new Windows CE operating system, provide a powerful set of programs that act like a mini-desktop. Finally, Pen Tablets provide the most computing power using the standard Windows 3.1x and Windows 95 operating systems.

Pen Services is used in this last class of mobile computing. These pen tablets are found in a variety of uses: transportation, shipping and receiving, medical, and public services. The computing power of these computers allow for a more natural style of writing with few gestures.

Pen Services Architecture
Pen Services is made up of several blocks that carry out the digitizer input to text process. Part of the overall pen Architecture (see below), includes two inking libraries that are standard with every copy of Windows 95. The ink libraries (pkpd.dll and pkpd32.dll)  process ink display and manipulation in graphic programs like Microsoft Paint. Selling the libraries with Windows 95  allows the ink libraries to be used by other programs. You enable the capturing of the ink for conversion to text when Pen Services is installed. Pen Services adds three component blocks which enable handwriting process.
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Figure 1. Pen Services Architecture
First is the Pen Module. This module is made up of two components. First is the Pen Input Manager which controls entire pen input process. The Pen Input Manager coordinates the inking transaction process and returns the result to the window that initiated the input. The second is the Default Pen Input Handler which handles the movement of the pen within Windows 95 and the applications. Most of the pen inputs are mouse-like and are passed to the mouse buffer for processing. The mouse cursor turns into a writing pen when the cursor moves over a text entry box. In this mode, all input from the pen is sent to the recognizer and then to the keyboard buffer for processing.

Pen drivers make up the second block. Pen drivers are standard Windows device drivers that process the encoded information from the digitizer. The information is sent to the Pen Module for decoding and then to the display driver to output the ink. Pen Services comes with support for WACOM tablets and the Compaq Concerto. Pen drivers are available from tablet manufacturers, third party developers, or you can modify the example drivers that come in the Pen Adaptation Kit or in the Microsoft Developers Network DDK.

The final block is the recognizer engine. The recognizer transforms the ink into text. Greco.dll is Pen Services recognizer engine which provides basic recognition. Third party companies such as CIC have created more advanced recognizers and add on products that improve handwriting recognition and signature capture.

Compatibility
Pen Services provides pen capabilities to all existing applications. This can be accomplished by selecting the "Enable writing in all programs" option under the "General" tab in the Control Panel pen applet. The pen can act like a mouse in Windows 95 for MS-DOS applications, but this can only happen through a DOS window. To run an MS-DOS application in DOS mode a developer needs third party software drivers and tools like CIC's PenDOS Ô SDK. The PenDOS Ô SDK provides all the tools and drivers needed to develop MS-DOS programs that accept handwriting.

Digitizer
Pen input is the result of a tablet device called a digitizer sending and receiving signals from a special stylus pen. Standard digitizers provide (x,y) location of the pen relative to its surface. Most of the major available digitizers are connected via a serial port, while the rest use an add-in card. Digitizers are commercially available as a separate tablet for use in graphic art and CAD programs.

Most embedded developers want the digitizer to overlay the LCD screen creating a single compact unit.  WACOM offers sensor technologies that integrate the digitizer with the LCD for embedded systems. This technology employs a cordless pen. A signal is transmitted and received every 32 mS. The transmitted signal energizes the tank circuit in the pen which returns the signal for positioning. Downward pressure on the LCD or tablet creates a phase shift in the pen signal. If the cursor is over a button, check box, or radio button, this downward motion is interpreted as a mouse click. If the cursor is in a writing window, ink is displayed. This patented powering technique is called resonant coupling. Other technologies, such as touch screen, can also be employed.
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The technology sounds simple, but integrating a digitizer into a computer can be black magic art. Magnetic fields resonating from the motherboard, power supply, modems, and other electronics can wreak havoc on the digitizers signals. Most of the development problems come from the hardware and tablet driver levels. LCS/Telegraphics is one of the few companies that specialize in resolving digitizer problems. Solutions can range from hardware changes to software driver solutions.

User Interface Tools
Pen Services comes with several tools and features to help to provide better guides for handwriting and to train the recognizer. Some applications include action handles. By tapping on an action handle, non-writeable keystrokes such as space, tab, and new line can be accessed through a context menu. 

The writing palette and on-screen keyboard provide another form of input to an application. The writing palette provides guide blocks for handwriting input. The guide blocks help illegible handwriting users. The writing palette allows the user to correct illegible errors in the ink to text process before transferring the text to a document. The on-screen keyboard provides a traditional interface to enter characters when a keyboard is not present. The only draw back to the on-screen keyboard is its lack of function keys. 

The recognizer can be trained for a single user's style of handwriting. The trainer asks the user to write a series of numbers and words. If the recognizer doesn't pick up a character, the user can hit the "train" button so that the recognizer learns how the user writes a specific character. When training is completed, the recognizer will have learned how the user writes numbers, small letters, and capital letters. Third party companies have spent time studying how people write letters to better improve their recognizer engine. CIC's trainer will ask a series of questions on how the user writes certain letters. Their recognizer is able to decipher most handwritten characters with this information.

Development Tools
OEMs can modify the pen device driver components by purchasing the Pen Service Adaptation Kit from your local distributor or by signing up for Microsoft Developers Network, Level II. There is a pen control VBX supplied in the Win32 SDK so that applications can be developed using Visual Basic. The Programmer's Guide to Pen Services for Microsoft Windows 95 provides design guidelines for developing applications using the PEN APIs.


Handwriting for Other Microsoft Operating Systems
Microsoft only provides pen input products for Windows 3.1x and Windows 95. Third party companies have developed drivers and development tools for MS-DOS and Windows CE. PenDOS Ô by CIC allows pen input for  MS-DOS applications. CIC's Jot is a complete handwriting package that turns the Windows CE stylus and touch screen into a writing palette. There is no support for pen in Windows NT.

Conclusions
Pen input is the fastest growing alternative to the keyboard. Microsoft's pen products are in more than 80% of the pen tablets available. Pen Services provides the sockets needed to enable handwriting for Windows 95, and it is a separately licensed product for OEMs of pen hardware. Please consult Programmer's Guide to Pen Services for Windows 95 for learning how to develop pen based applications. 
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